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הקדמה - Introduction
Profoundly Simple - NOT Simplistic

❖ This book is not about revealing novel insights but ideas that are profound in their simplicity that we
know to be true but neglect.

❖ Constant review and contemplation of these ideas is required to inculcate them.
❖ It is a grave mistake to think that service of Hashem is simple and doesn’t require deep study. This results

in intelligent people neglecting the study of it, resulting in those who are committed but have limited and
simplistic perspectives distorting it.

❖ Therefore, we should devote sufficient focused time and priority to exploring this all-critical are of life.
❖ Five elements of complete service of Hashem that bring one to Chassidus, piety: (1) Yir’as Shamayaim

- Fear of Heaven (2) Emulating His ways (3) Love of Hashem (4) Completeness of heart (5) Observance of
all of the mitzvos

❖ The ladder of Rebi Pinchas ben Yair is a systematic process of bringing one to this level of Chassidus:
Torah > zehirus (watchfulness) > zerizus (alacrity) > nekius (cleanliness) > perishus (abstinence) > tahara
(purity) > chassidus (piety) > anava (humility) > yir’as cheit (fear of sin) > kedusha (sanctity) > ruach
hakodesh (divine insight) > techias hameisim (resurrection of the dead).

Chap. 1
בעולמוהאדםחובתכללבבאור - Man’s Purpose in the World

Humanity Was Created to Receive Hashem’s Goodness

❖ Attaining piety and striving to serve Hashem requires clarity of purpose of our duty in this world.
❖ The next world is our ultimate destination - to delight in closeness to Hashem.
❖ However, it is only in this world that we can prepare to be in a premier state for that experience  to play

out in the world to come - through the performance of mitzvos and self-development.
❖ This world is full of material temptations and replete with challenges. Our task is to rise to the challenges,

resist and overcome them. The world was created to facilitate this very process. When we succeed, the
world is elevated with us; when we fail, it falls with us.

❖ It is clear that this world is a place to prepare for something beyond:
➢ How could this world, so full of trials and tribulations, be the final destination!?
➢ Why would we be endowed with a neshoma if this physical world is our end purpose!?

❖ Mitzvos directly impact our spiritual state, which is more important than anything else.
❖ Our entire life’s purpose should be focused on coming close to Hashem and avoiding anything that hurts

that relationship.
❖ Mesilas Yesharim takes us through a step-by-step process of striving to do just that.



זהירות
CAUTION / WATCHFULNESS / VIGILANCE / SELF-EVALUATION & CONSTANT CONSIDERATION

Chap. 2
הזהירותמדתבבאור - The Trait of Zehirus Explained

Breaking from routine to reflect and evaluate

❖ Zehirus: Constant reflection and evaluation of one’s path in life and one’s specific actions
❖ This is vital for achieving our purpose in this world: Self-actualisation and coming closer to Hashem.
❖ Failing to watch out for pitfalls and hazards is spiritual blindness.
❖ Main obstacle employed by the Yetzer Hara: Pre-occupation and being always busy.
❖ Simply stopping to notice and be conscious immediately translates into a change process.
❖ If one takes initiative to break from daily routine and introspect, one receives Heavenly support, which is

in fact indispensable.

Chap. 3
הזהירותחלקיבבאור - The Components of Zehirus

Assessment before action and evaluation afterwards

❖ Two primary components:
➢ Clarifying and categorising what is truly good vs. what is truly evil
➢ Assessing which of one’s actions fits into which category

❖ This should be done:
➢ Assessment before one is about to act
➢ Evaluation after the deed

❖ This is a tested method by those who have successfully implemented it in their lives. Failing to do so
precludes any possibility of true self-improvement.

Chap. 4
הזהירותקניתבדרך - Acquiring Zehirus

Awareness of consequences in the World to Come

❖ Acquiring Zehirus requires Torah study, specifically those areas that focus on the importance of Divine
service and the punishment (consequences) of not doing so.

❖ Three levels of people’s understanding of the impact in the World to Come of not doing so:
➢ Most wholesome: Lacking spiritual perfection
➢ Lesser level: The pain that will felt by seeing others receiving greater honour and status
➢ Average people: The punishment of every sin, even the seemingly minor ones

❖ Whatever the level, these perspectives should inspire and motivate a person to live their best life.

Chap. 5
מהםוההרחקההזהירותמפסידיבבאור - Obstacles to Zehirus

Pre-occupation, Cynicism, Bad company

❖ There are 3 factors that undermine the implementation of Zehirus:
➢ Preoccupation with worldly matters, leaving no time and focus for Torah study and self-evaluation.
➢ Cynicism, levity and mockery. (Causes any potentially impactful messages to be deflected. Only

phsycial suffering can get through to the person and that cannot be laughed away.)
➢ Bad company and social influences. (If necessary, these must be confronted boldly - like a leopard.)



זריזות
ALACRITY, ENTHUSIASM, DILIGENCE, DETERMINATION

Chap. 6
הזריזותמדתבבאור - The Trait of Zerizus Explained

Conscious effort to overcome laziness and the excuses not to do good

❖ Zehirus generally relates to negative mitzvos (avoiding wrong); Zerizus the positives (doing right).
❖ Zerizus is (1) the haste and alacrity to begin mitzvos, and (2) then to follow through to completion.
❖ It is human nature to resist exertion; we need to make a conscious effort to fight against that.
❖ Failing to build is itself destruction. An untended garden is not just fallow but is overtaken by thorns. E.g.

Failure to pursue one’s studies with diligence results in error and corruption of knowledge.
❖ This decline is a slow but sure one.
❖ Even when it is absolutely clear how we should behave, one powerful thing blocks us: Laziness. And

then we come up with rationalisations and excuses. Combatting this requires grit and determination.

Chap. 7
הזריזותחלקיבבאור - The Components of Zerizus Explained

Starting. Finishing.

❖ Two stages:
➢ Get started: Embracing (even grabbing) a mitzvah when (1) its time comes (2) an opportunity

presents (3) you have moments of inspiration and motivation. Don’t let it become chametz!
➢ Finishing: Following through to completion.

❖ Procrastinating can result in any number of diversions and the loss of a mitzvah
❖ One can run on Shabbos for a mitzvah!
❖ If you don’t feel internal passion, act with haste. External movements will arouse internal feelings.

Chap. 8
הזריזותקניתבדרך - Acquiring Zerizus

Contemplating eternal consequences and Hashem’s unwavering benevolence

❖ Same as the methods of acquiring Zehirus [Torah study, specifically those areas that focus on the
consequences of Divine service], with the same 3 levels [Lacking spiritual perfection; the shame of seeing
others receiving greater honour; the punishment of every sin, even seemingly minor ones].

❖ In addition: Considering Hashem’s kindness and our dependence on his benevolence. This is relevant in
all situations, regardless of how good (e.g. wealth and health) or dire they may seem (poverty and illness).

Chap. 9
הזריזותמפסידיבבאור - Obstacles to Zerizus

Laziness and excessive caution

❖ Two obstacles:
➢ Laziness born out of a desire for a life of ease and pleasure
➢ Excessive caution: Fear of dangers or complications that might occur

❖ To overcome laziness, we must recognise that our purpose in this world is to toil and prevail.
❖ To over the latter: Correct balance between trust and responsible caution for reasonable possibilities.
❖ It is laziness that creates unreasonable excessive caution, not the other way around. (Mind-talk!)
❖ Zerizus follows Zehirus: Only after detaching from physicality can one passionately pursue spiritual growth.



נקיות
CLEANLINESS, DEEP CLEANSING, DESIRE & TENDENCY UPROOTING

Chap. 10
הנקיותמדתבבאור - The Trait of Nekius Explained

Deep cleansing of temptation and tendency - extinguishing the fire of desire, enabling full clarity of mind

❖ Deep cleansing of any temptation to sin so that the yetzer hara isn’t able to rationalise permissibility in
nuanced situations where the sin isn’t obvious, but is there no less.

❖ Zehirus: Constant battles - the intellect must triumph over temptation. But, given that the inclination to sin
isn’t eradicated, when there are grey areas, the yetzer hara will capitalise on the tendencies by
rationalising and convincing the mind that there is indeed no sin. This is where Nekius come in.

❖ Zehirus is winning battles. Nekius is changing one’s nature - extinguishing the fire of desire, enabling the
mind to see with full honest clarity.

❖ Only a person with Nekius (such as David HaMelech) can truly stand in the presence of Hashem.
❖ Indeed, this takes incredible work and effort.

Chap. 11
הנקיותחלקיבבאור - The Components of Nekius Explained

Areas of strong temptation and consequently strong tendency to rationalise sin

❖ The trait of nekius applies to all prohibitions and to all negative character traits.
❖ The Mesilas Yesharim explores various common areas where there are strong temptations and

consequently strong tendencies to rationalise sin. 3 sections with examples in each:
1. Strong desires

a. Theft
b. Illicit relations
c. Forbidden foods

2. Social interactions
a. Hurtful speech
b. Embarrassing
c. Bad advice
d. Gossip-mongering (rechilus)

and lashon hara

e. Hating
f. Revenge, bearing a grudge
g. Vain oaths
h. Falsehood
i. Chilul Hashem

➔ (Shabbos observance)
3. Bad quality traits

a. Haughtiness
b. Anger

c. Envy
d. Desire

❖ These examples should be used as a model for applying nekius to all areas of sin and faulty character.
❖ Although this is daunting, it becomes easier for a person who sincerely makes an effort even for a time.

Chap. 12
הנקיותקניתבדרך - Acquiring Nekius

Inspiration isn’t enough; Knowledge is key

❖ Constant, comprehensive study of Halacha (mitzvah observance) and Mussar (middos refinement).
❖ Once one has the platform of Zehirus (and Zerizus) and is inspired and motivated, the platform for Nekius

is in place, but knowledge of the branches and details is required to know what to do.
❖ Factors that detract: Same as Zehirus as well as lack of knowledge.


